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alarm, but not gusts of steamy air.  Ideally, the alarm should be between the fuel 
burning appliance and the sleeping area. 

Other rules about CO alarms 

CO alarms shall: 
- be permanently connected to an electrical circuit with no disconnect switch between 

the overcurrent device and the carbon monoxide alarm,  
- be battery-operated, OR 
- be plugged into an electrical receptacle. 

The landlord must test CO alarms (and smoke alarms) in rental units: 
- annually  
- when battery is replaced 
- when changes are made to electric circuit and 
- when a new tenant moves in.  

The required test is to activate the alarm testing feature. 

The landlord is required to provide the CO detector (and smoke alarm) maintenance 
instructions to the tenant. To do that, the landlord would be well advised to provide the 
tenant a copy of the instructions so that the landlord keeps the original of the 
instructions to make further copies for future tenants. 

On their part, tenants are required to notify the landlord if a CO alarm or smoke alarm is 
inoperable.  Tenants are prohibited from disabling CO alarms or smoke alarms. 

CO alarms do not function as smoke detectors, nor vice versa, but some alarms are 
now designed to function as both alarms. 

More information can be accessed at www.oafc.on.ca under the heading “Public 
Safety.”  Some municipalities already have local bylaws requiring CO alarms, and the 
Ontario Building Code requires the installation of carbon monoxide alarms in homes and 
other residential buildings built after 2001. The new provincial regulation sets out 
uniform installation and testing requirements across Ontario. 


